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No problem

Pautz refutes tracking intentionalism.  I defend it. In what follows I attempt to 

undermine the motivation for some of what he says and discuss one of his arguments in 

more detail. I need to be clear, however, that I donʼt defend tracking intentionalism 

because I believe it to be true. I defend it because there are parts of it I do believe, 

intentionalism with external world content, and because I believe some of Pautzʼs 

criticisms raise interesting questions about how to think about perception that are 

independent of the truth or falsity of tracking intentionalism. Finally, although I intend 

some of my comments to apply to perception generally I donʼt intend any of them to 

apply to the case of pain.  I think I understand some things about perception but I know I 

donʼt understand anything about pain.

Perception is not magic

On of the themes of the paper is that there is good evidence that there are internal 

states that are well correlated with sensory phenomenology and that, at least for the 

chemical senses, there are no equally well correlated external states. According to 

Pautz, this fact raises a prima facie problem for tracking intentionalism. A typical version 

of this claim can be found in the conclusion to Section 3:

The fact that when it comes to phenomenal character there is “bad 
external correlation” but “good internal correlation” across the various 
modalities makes one suspect that there is something very wrong the 
radically externalist approach promoted by tracking intentionalists, 
according to which phenomenal character is fully determined by the 
external physical properties tracked by our experiences … and which 
accords no serious role to internal factors. (21)

Pautz musters detailed empirical evidence in support of this conclusion but the details 

are unnecessary here. That sensory phenomenology is better correlated with 

physiology than any external property is a consequence of tracking intentionalism itself 
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in conjunction with very general (and relatively uncontroversial) empirical 

considerations. 

At the heart of tracking intentionalism is the claim that sensory phenomenology is 

wholly explained by the content of sensory states (intentionalism) plus the claim that the 

content of sensory states is to be explained in terms of how they are connected to the 

external world (tracking). Tracking intentionalism is committed to there being internal 

states well correlated with phenomenology (by being committed to phenomenology 

being constituted by such states having the content that they do). To be consistent with 

the kind of evidence that Pautz brings forward all that needs to be added is that these 

states have a physiological basis and that the physiological basis is of the sort that can 

be revealed by electrophysiology and imaging techniques. Good internal correlation is a 

part of tracking intentionalism. 

The versions of tracking intentionalism Pautz discusses also entail bad external 

correlation (again making use of very general empirical assumptions). These tracking 

intentionalists are very concerned to allow for the possibility of misrepresentation and 

build their theories accordingly. For example, Tye uses causation under optimal 

circumstances, rather than plain causation, and Dretske builds representation on 

indicator functions, rather than plain indication.  The inclusion of an optimality 

requirement and the appeal to function make it possible for sensory states to 

misrepresent the external world.  Since misrepresentation is possible (and actual 

according to both) external correlation is less than perfect. 

That phenomenology is better correlated with internal states than with external 

states is a prediction of tracking internalism and (to put the point slightly unfairly) the 

empirical evidence Pautz brings forward should serve to confirm the theory rather than 

to undermine it. More fairly, the problem with motivating an attack on tracking 

intentionalism in this way is that it attributes to tracking intentionalists the claim that 

physiology plays no role in explaining sensory phenomenology. There is no problem for 

tracking intentionalism in the fact that details of brain structure and function play a role 

in determining sensory phenomenology.  The content of our internal states depends, 

according to tracking intentionalists, on interactions with the world around us and those 

interactions depend, in part, on sensory physiology. None of this, of course, directly 
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addresses the detailed arguments that Pautz constructs but it may serve to place those 

arguments in a new light.

Perception is not atomistic

Pautz offers three examples of cases in which there is supposedly sameness in 

content combined with difference in experience. These are then generalized to form the 

internal-dependence argument which, in effect, asserts that some such example is 

(probably) possible (p. 31). Iʼll grant, for present purposes, what he calls “Internal-

Dependence” and instead suggest that itʼs implausible to suppose that there is 

sameness of content in these kinds of cases, i.e that the first premise of the internal-

dependence argument is dubious in those cases in which the second premise is true.  

This may seem heroic, not to mention desperate, since for Pautz the first premise is true 

by stipulation and the second relies on well-established empirical facts. The problem 

arises, however, in attempting to combine the two assumptions. For concreteness take 

the case of Yuck and Yum. Yuck and Yum have very different different neural responses 

to the berries. These responses explain, among other things, what they find to taste 

alike and what they find to taste different. Yuck finds the berries similar in taste to poison 

dart frogs (he shows an amazing willingness to stick things in his mouth) while Yum 

finds the berries similar in taste to bananas. Nevertheless when they are tasting the 

berries they are both representing them to have the very same property. According to 

the intentionalist, then, there is property that Yuck represents and that he represents in 

way that is similar to the way he represents a property possessed by poison frogs.  That 

very same property is also represented by Yum and his representation of it is similar to 

his representation of a property of bananas. This suggests that what Yuck and Yum 

represent about the berries is not the same. 

There are various possibilities here.  One possibility is to deny intentionalism, not 

just tracking intentionalism. Another possibility, incompatible with tracking intentionalism, 

is that they represent some very internal property. Another possibility, consistent with 

tracking intentionalism, is that Yuck represents the berries poisonousness while Yum 

represents some other feature of its chemistry. Pautz dismisses this reply by arguing 
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that the poisonous effects could be due to some chemical different from the one that 

affects the taste receptors and whose presence is merely correlated with the presence 

of the tastable substance.  This reply may work against some versions of tracking 

intentionalism, ones that require causation, but will be ineffective against those whose 

psycho-semantics is based on informational or correlational relationships that donʼt 

require a direct causal connection.

More generally, however, any version of tracking intentionalism that is able to offer a 

substantive account of perceptual similarity will be able to offer an account of these 

types of cases which makes it difficult for premises 1 and 2 to be true together. If berries 

and poison frogs have similar tastes for Yuck, then there must be some similarity in the 

taste properties they are represented as possessing. Itʼs not enough for similarity that 

Yuck represents the one as having taste A and the other as having taste B.  Without 

some structure to the representations of taste, there will be no basis for judging the 

tastes to be more or less similar. Yuck could represent the tastes by representing (some 

aspect of) the chemical structure of the objects in which case similarity in taste would 

track similarity in those aspects of chemical structure.  Or Yuck could be representing 

the taste (at least partly) in terms of the effects of the substance on his digestion, in 

which case similarity in taste would track digestive effects. Given that Yum judges 

different tastes as similar, the one thing we can be sure of is that his representation of 

taste tracks different aspects of the world from the ones tracked by Yuck.  Itʼs only if we 

think of the content of each taste perception as independent of the contents of the 

others that it could look at all plausible to make the assignments of content that Pautz 

stipulates. Perception represents objects in complex and systematic ways that allows 

comparison across different representations in order to judge of different aspects of 

perceptual similarity and difference. There may be trouble for some versions of tracking 

intentionalism here but, without further argument, there is no problem for tracking 

intentionalism itself posed by these kinds of cases.
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Conclusion

There is much more in the paper than the small set of issues Iʼve commented on, 

including much more on the issues I raise in my comments.  There is so much more, 

however, that I think I can with a clear conscience stop here.  Lacking Adamʼs drive and 

stamina, any attempt to deal fully even with the one argument Iʼve discussed in detail 

would preclude my ever finishing. I have much more to say and I hope to say some of it 

during the conference but I wanted to finish by thanking Adam for providing such a 

stimulating and thought-provoking paper.
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